eComply
UK GDPR data subject rights management.
Fully automate your organisations’ Consumer / Employee Data Rights Management processes with eComply.

The Challenge.
Data subjects are becoming increasingly aware of their data rights (Article 15) and automated individual
decision- making (Article 22). The challenge is, how do data controllers continue to meet the increasing demand
for such requests?
Until now, technology has offered very few options to the data controller in providing a truly automated endto-end, self-service process – specifically in meeting data subject access requests (DSAR). In the main, data
controllers continue to utilise historical manual litigation type discovery processes (collecting, processing,
reviewing and redacting data) in locating all personal data about an individual (Data Subject). This approach is
fraught with risk at every stage of the process, with more than 72% of data controllers suffering an average – and
sometimes hidden – cost of £2,999 or more for every rights management request processed.

What is the average cost for completing a Data Subject Access Request (DSAR)?
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What’s more, ‘data rights requests’ are unpredictable. Along with the continued growth in third-party ‘free’ online
data right ownership solutions helping ‘data subjects’ in identifying and managing their digital footprint, data
controllers can continue to expect significant increases in the processing of ‘data rights requests’ within the initial
mandated ‘one’ calendar month, or run the risk of fines.

The Solution.
We developed a fully scalable self-serving automated data rights process management solution otherwise
known as “eComply”.

Compared to a manual or traditional linear review of documents, eComply significantly enhances efficiency
and speed. As well as delivering dramatic time and cost savings (up to 93%), eComply reduces the likelihood of
regulatory penalties associated with meeting rights management legislation.
eComply can automatically redact any Personally Identifiable Information (PII) or other search terms in the
collection of data, in native format, from its source, before the data is exported. This capability is the first of its
kind and is transformational for data controllers to operationalise compliance with GDPR as well as other data
privacy and compliance regulations.

The Next Steps.
With every SAR costing you a minimum of £2,999, can you afford not to request a demo of eComply?
Contact your account director to move one step closer to a fully automated Data Subject Right Management
process.
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